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Employees at Jus Chill’n and 
the University Center Market say 
they still feel safe at work despite 
two robberies at the respective 
UC businesses this month. UC 
administrators, however, are tak-
ing a more cautious approach as 
they consider new strategies in the 
wake of the crimes. 
The robberies, by unknown 
suspects who fit similar descrip-
tions, occurred in the UC this 
month, coinciding with the month 
of the center’s anniversary. They 
were the only robberies any UC 
business had experienced in its 40-
year history.
While many students have 
called for increased security at the 
UC, the center’s director Candy 
Holt said that she is not ready to 
disclose any details concerning 
what the center is doing to prevent 
future crimes.
Holt did say that all cash ma-
chines in the UC will operate with 
minimum reserves, in compliance 
with advice from the Office of 
Public Safety.
“The amount of money some-
one might get hopefully won’t be 
worth the crime,” she said.
But despite whatever measures 
the UC will take, Holt said the 
mood at work has been different.
“I’m totally disheartened,” she 
said, adding that it’s sad the rob-
beries happened during the month 
of the UC’s 40th anniversary.
“We feel a little bit violated,” 
Holt said.
Yet, at the places where the 
crimes took place, it’s still busi-
ness as usual.
“I think the people that work 
here have taken it in stride,” said Jus 
Chill’n employee Angela Anderson, 
who has worked at the business on 
and off for six years. 
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Rebecca Damrow, a freshman pre-pharmacy student, waits for the snow machine, dubbed “The 
Trackless”  by grounds employees, along her snowy walk towards the Lommasson Center Thursday 
afternoon. “It’s pretty loud,” said operator Brian Fornall.  “It could scare you, but I hope not.”
Melanie Hoell’s new of-
fice in the Liberal Arts building 
hasn’t housed anyone for a few 
years. Stacks of teacher evalua-
tion forms fill the bookshelves 
and file cabinets lining the walls. 
Walking through her office is the 
only way to access the storage 
closet for the offices of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences.
Hoell says it hasn’t been a 
problem. She’s moved her own 
desk, computer and trinkets 
into the new space. She’s kept 
her phone number, though it has 
a new answering machine mes-
sage — she’s now the assistant 
to the dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences rather than 
the director of the Undergradu-
ate Advising Center. 
Last month, Hoell, who has 
worked at UM since 1982, was 
told that her annual contract 
as UAC director would not be 
renewed. This came at a time 
when rumors circulated that the 
peer advising program would 
also be cut completely. Since 
then, the UM administration 
has denied that the program will 
go away and has given Hoell a 
temporary position at the College 
of Arts and Sciences. She’s been 
at her new, temporary job since 
Feb. 10 and is waiting for her 
contract to be negotiated.  
Her old office at the UAC has 
already been transformed into a 
conference room, with a name-
plate proclaiming it as such re-
placing Hoell’s nameplate. A 
sign on the door says that Hoell 
has moved and provides contact 
information. 
Hoell said she is satisfied 
with her current position.
“This has been the best place 
for me to land,” she said. “The 
people are lovely in this office. 
The new dean is incredibly im-
pressive.” 
She has met briefly with 
Dean Chris Comer and thinks 
he is intelligent and passionate 
about doing what’s best for stu-
dents, she said. 
The work she will be doing 
for the dean harks back to the 
work she did at her old job. 
She has been asked to study the 
different methods of advising 
used by the more than 20 de-
partments making up the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences. She 
will determine which practices 
are most effective with an eye 
toward increasing student reten-
tion. 
The College of Arts and Scienc-
es is also considering eventually 
establishing a central registrar po-
sition. That person would handle 
special circumstances and issues 
facing students that are beyond the 
duties of faculty advisers. The one 
major obstacle 
in creating this 
position is the 
fact that the 
College of Arts 
and Sciences is 
currently grap-
pling with a 
large amount 
of debt. 
In her new post, Hoell has al-
ready been helping students who 
are struggling in school for per-
sonal reasons and don’t know 
where to go, she said. She has also 
taken over the task of reinstating 
students who have been suspended 
and want to come back to school.
“I do miss my former life, but 
this is a great place to be,” she said. 
Jon Tompkins, associate dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences, 
said Hoell’s experience with pro-
fessional advising was one of the 
main reasons she was offered a job 
at the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Tompkins said that when he heard 
of Hoell’s situation, he took to the 
idea of hiring her to the new dean, 
who he said is an advocate of pro-
fessional advising. 
Peer advising coordinator Carol 
Bates, who has worked with Hoell 
since 1987, said she misses Hoell’s 
leadership but knows Hoell appreci-
See HOELL, page 12
A former Montana Tech reg-
istrar has been selected to hold 
the interim registrar position at the 
University of Montana until a per-
manent replacement is chosen.
Ed Johnson will take over 
current registrar Dave Micus’ 
position on March 23. Micus is 
leaving to take a job as registrar 
of the new King Abdullah Uni-
versity of Science and Technol-
ogy in Saudi Arabia. He has 
worked at UM for more than 
two years. 
Johnson worked at Montana 
Tech in Butte for 18 years and 
was registrar of the college for 
12 years. He spent two years 
in a registrar position at Fort 
Lewis College in Colorado. For 
the past year, he has worked in 
communications for the Still-
water Mining Co. 
Provost Royce Engstrom said 
that because the University had 
a relatively short period of time 
to fill the registrar position, the 
administration did not conduct 
a full search process but, rather, 
talked to employees on campus 
for candidate suggestions.
Johnson said he has known a 
number of people at the univer-
sity for years and was contacted 
to see if he was interested in 
taking the job.
“It’s a nice opportunity to 
get back into higher education 
and help out UM,” he said. 
The duty of an interim regis-
trar is to maintain quality ser-
vice for students, faculty and 
alumni and “make sure the 
wheels keep turning for the 
good of the University,” he 
said. 
Johnson and Micus will meet 
at the beginning of next week 
to start discussing the transition 
process.
“I’m looking forward to 
working with what I know is 
a very good staff over there,” 
Johnson said. 
Now that an interim registrar 
has been named, the search for 
a permanent replacement can 
begin, Engstrom said. He met 
with the staff of the Registrar’s 
Office Thursday to discuss the 
transition, as well as the char-
acteristics they would like to 
see in the new registrar.  
A search committee will be 
given the task of getting the 
word out about the vacant posi-
tion and sorting through appli-
cants, but its members have not 
yet been appointed, Engstrom 
said. 
He said the process of find-
ing a new registrar is expect-
ed to take between four to six 
months. 
Melanie Hoell
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Well, another week of the best four years of our lives 
is in the books folks. Don’t worry, maybe next week 
will make up for it. Here’s who we feel deserves rec-
ognition for their behavior in the last seven days — for 
better or for worse. 
For starters, a “c’mon now” Backhand to whoev-
er’s in charge over at the Academy Awards for giving 
Heath Ledger their Best Supporting Actor award. Yes, 
he made a delightfully creepy Joker, but somebody 
needs to stand up against these death-faking celebrities. 
Is he going to release as many “posthumous” sequels as 
Tupac did albums? Come out and suffer through the re-
cession with the rest of us, Ledger. Then you can have 
your precious golden statue. Coward.
Big Ups to Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal for point-
ing out Obama’s ridiculous plan to spend 140 million 
taxpayer dollars on “volcano monitoring.” “What Con-
gress should be monitoring is the eruption of spend-
ing in Washington, D.C.” We’re with you Jindal; keep 
an eye on the dollars and cents, not the lava. After all, 
what’s the point of trying to predict and mitigate dam-
age from natural disasters at all? Wait a second … what 
state is New Orleans in again?
Another Big Up to actors Mike Farrell and James 
Cromwell, of “M*A*S*H” and “Babe,” respectively, 
for making the trek to little old Missoula to encourage 
Montanans to pressure their state government to abol-
ish the death penalty. We personally would have liked 
to see Hawkeye and that adorable talking pig on cam-
pus, but what can you do? It beats another Kumar visit.
An iron-knuckled Backhand to the six suspects in 
the recent rash of vandalism around town, which some 
estimate racked up as much as $100,000 in damages to 
vehicles and buildings. Seriously kids, we get the al-
lure of old-fashioned window smashin’ fun, but this is 
ridiculous. Gasoline huffing will lead to a better future 
than the path you hooligans are headed down, and it 
doesn’t cost nearly as much money. 
Another local crime-related Backhand to the skin-
ny genius who keeps on robbing student-run stores in 
the University Center. Way to go, Jesse James, you’ve 
knocked off a smoothie shop and a living room-sized 
market for a couple hundred bucks. In case you were 
wondering, that funny looking store past the arboretum 
that doesn’t seem to sell anything is called a BANK — 
look into it.
Finally, Big Ups to researchers at the Harvard 
School of Public Health for their recently-released 
two-year study on the effectiveness of various dieting 
programs. Researchers found that people lost weight on 
every diet tested — provided they lowered their calorie 
intake. Bravo, Harvard, frustrated fatties all over the 
world are dancing in the streets at your groundbreak-
ing findings. And here we were thinking the key to los-
ing weight was eating more! Somebody call Oprah and 
give her the good news!
Thanks for making it to the bottom of the page. We’d 
love to stay, but duty calls. Hangovers take hard work, 
and it wouldn’t be Friday if it didn’t feel like something 
was trying to crawl out of our faces. 
The
Kaimin 
Kounts
This week in numbers
13825 
total students 
enrolled at UM for 
spring semester
432 
international students 
enrolled at UM for 
spring semester
41 Montana track 
athletes participating 
in Big Sky Conference 
Indoor Track and Field 
Championships
30 million 
dollars requested from 
state legislature by 
COT for new building 
18 out of 100 
freshmen who will 
have a college degree 
within 10 years
2 times the UC has 
been robbed in its 40-
year history
By Bess Davis
The
Column
Bess Sex
I don’t know about the rest of the country, but my wallet’s been a little empty 
the past six months.
Legislators and bankers can go on as much as they want about how they’re 
going to fix the problem they got us into (though we certainly took that credit bait 
they offered), but it doesn’t make me 20 bucks richer to go out and stimulate the 
downtown economy on Friday nights.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 10.2 percent of 20- to 24-year-olds 
in 2008 were unemployed. I can only guess that this is going up as we fall deeper 
into economic ruin.
The Washington Post reported this week that the recession is affecting the 
way 20-somethings date. We can’t throw money around to impress our crushes 
anymore. The nice clothes and expensive martinis have fallen by the wayside while 
we network and try to figure out how we’re going to pay back our student loans.
However, that doesn’t mean we can’t entertain ourselves by staying in. I think 
these desperate times call for a return of the at-home movie date. You can share 
your favorite flick (which we all know you own on DVD) with your date. Not only 
do you not have to spend money  — maybe just for snacks and a six-pack — but 
you’re already well-positioned at home if the date progresses past the living room.
Sure, this might be a bit forward for a first date, but if you’ve been with someone 
for a while, why not stay home Friday night?
If you can’t give your date a fancy dinner or $40 in drinks, give them a massage. 
Check out www.freekamasutra.com and learn something new. Spend time getting 
to know each other’s bodies. Where does it tickle? What makes them smile? Learn 
how to slow down and take your time during sex rather than racing to the finish 
line and passing out.
Just because our bank accounts — and hopes for our futures — are suffering 
during the recession, it doesn’t mean we have to forget all the pleasures in life.
Even if you and your partner aren’t sexually active, spend an evening at home 
cooking and feeding each other (add blindfolds to increase sensory perception) 
instead of going out to eat. 
Sorry, downtown Missoula, but I can’t think of a better way to spend a date 
night than at my apartment with my boyfriend, some beers and my iPod.
Entertaining at home during the re-sex-ssion
Questions? Comments? Email BessSexEver@gmail.com
Dear Sex Lady Bess,
I have a question for you to ponder.  So back in high school, I fooled around 
with a lot of guys, but never went “all the way.”  It felt like a big deal back 
then!  Anyways, since college, I’ve been dating mostly women and getting it 
on ... and loving it.  But as I was reading your statistics in your first column, I 
thought, am I one of the vast majority of students who’ve had sex?  Or am I still 
a virgin because I haven’t had your classic “penis ’n’ vagina” sex?  Any words of 
wisdom on the finer details of lesbian sex?
–Lovin’ the Ladies
Lady Lover,
Virginity is an interesting idea. It seems pretty black and white when 
we’re younger and learning all about the wonderful world of abstinence, but 
in reality, sexual maturity is shades of gray. In my opinion, if you consider 
yourself a lesbian, it’s probably a good thing you’ve never had sex with a man. 
If your fullest expression of sexual intimacy has been with a woman, and you 
feel comfortable with that fact and don’t think you’re missing some great 
validation from “penis ’n’ vagina sex,” then I would say you’re not a virgin, but 
it’s really up to you. That study I cited was based on survey questions, so those 
people would have answered with how they view themselves. 
I talked with local sexologist Dr. Lindsey Doe about your question, and there 
is no official stance on what it means for a woman to lose her virginity. If you’re 
getting it on with the ladies and loving it, keep it up and don’t sweat the details. 
A healthy sexual identity isn’t about labels like virgin or not, it’s about how 
comfortable you are with yourself and your partners.
–Bess 
Reader Question
What’s your 
favorite home 
remedy?
If you were ATO, 
what would you ask 
yourself?
,
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Guest Column
We can’t abandon global-warming 
concerns in times of economic 
suffering
Young people like ourselves may 
not have lived long enough to know 
what winters in Montana used to be 
like — not that we haven’t heard 
enough stories from our parents and 
professors to make up for that fact. 
But we will live long enough to 
experience the full brunt of the con-
sequences of our nation’s current 
actions — or lack thereof  — on cli-
mate change. 
Climate change might not be a 
pressing concern for many Ameri-
cans in this time of economic uncer-
tainty, but the young people of this 
country know that they will be fac-
ing the challenges of global warm-
ing long after we get our economy 
back on track and long after our 
current policymakers have stepped 
down.  
While our economic struggles 
may burden our generation with 
future debt, the effects of a warmer 
and drier West will outlast any finan-
cial difficulties facing our nation and 
will be an even more daunting issue 
for our children  — unless we take 
action now.  With action in mind, 
14 students from the University of 
Montana’s Climate Action Now 
student group will join 10,000 other 
concerned young people in Wash-
ington, D.C., this coming weekend 
for the largest conference and lobby-
ing effort on climate change in our 
nation’s history, Power Shift 2009.
Building on the success of Pow-
er Shift 2007, the second biennial 
Power Shift summit will bring three 
times more students from every 
state, with Montana being repre-
sented for the first time.  More than 
a conference, Power Shift is an ur-
gent call to action by the generation 
of Americans that will be most af-
fected by climate change, yet is least 
represented in government.  
Through a combination of cli-
mate change education, lobbying 
instruction and a massive effort to 
visit every Senatorial and Congres-
sional office on Capitol Hill, the 
10,000 registered attendees will 
help to spurn the frequent “doom 
and gloom” aura of global warming 
debates and offer tangible and at-
tainable goals for our policymakers. 
Upon returning to Montana, our del-
egation will engage young people 
and politicians from across the state 
in discussions about how to stave off 
climate change while simultaneous-
ly invigorating Montana’s economy 
through the creation of green jobs 
and a thriving alternative energy 
sector.  
For the first time in eight years, 
our nation has a president and a 
Congress that are amenable to the 
demands of climate change.  As 
young people, this moment repre-
sents the first chance in our adult 
lives to enact meaningful legislation 
that reduces our collective carbon 
footprint, sets a proactive tone for 
the next four to eight years of deci-
sion-making, and ensures a healthier 
future for ourselves and our chil-
dren.  The choice between perpetu-
ating our current state of inaction 
and taking steps towards reversing 
the warming of the atmosphere is 
ours to make.  The decision cannot 
be made too soon.
In just the last month, great 
strides have already been taken. 
Here in Montana, the American Re-
covery and Reinvestment Act — or 
the stimulus bill — brings much-
needed funds for renewable energy 
development and the retrofitting of 
buildings for increased energy effi-
ciency, but it is no panacea for our 
climate predicament.  We can and 
we must do more.  By decreasing 
electricity demand and increasing 
our supply of non-fossil fuel based 
energy, we can prevent irreversible 
change to the Western landscapes 
we know and love.  While Montan-
ans may not have rising sea levels to 
fear, we will face increased fire ac-
tivity, pine beetle outbreaks and de-
creased water availability if reduc-
tions in winter snowpack continue 
and warmer temperatures abound.
The time is ripe for a new climate 
ethic in Washington, D.C., as well 
as in Helena.  As representatives 
of Montana’s youth, we will travel 
to the nation’s Capitol to demand 
that the voices of young people are 
heard, and that the challenges of cli-
mate change are met with decisive 
action.  Power Shift 2009 is only the 
beginning.  Let’s get to work — our 
futures depend on it.
Zack Porter, junior,
Wilderness and Civilization
U-Wire
Republicans go hip-hop
Is John McCain turning in his 
dentures for grillz? Apparently the 
Arizona senator will have to be-
come John Mac Daddy McCain if 
he is going to follow the Republi-
can’s strategy to win in 2012.
Last week, Republican Nation-
al Committee chairman Michael 
Steele said the conservative mes-
sage is going to be taken to “urban-
suburban hip-hop settings” and his 
public relations team is going to 
concoct new ideas that will be “off 
the hook.”
Move over Snoop Dogg, the Re-
publinizzle is coming to town.
But before Fox News declares 
this a winning strategy, I have to 
bring the RNC chairman into reality.
Republicans lost across this 
country in senate races and the bat-
tle for the White House for more 
than just the urban hip-hop culture.
President Obama won because 
he offered a fresh alternative in 
comparison to the partisan politics 
of campaigns’ past.
By now words like “hope” and 
“change” are embedded in the revi-
talized spirit of an Obama America. 
A black man with a funny name in 
the White House is a new dynamic.
Our president’s victory was also 
due to a poor economy and an op-
ponent who thought America’s 
financial situation was fundamen-
tally sound.
Face it, Republicans: It just 
wasn’t your year. As a result, party 
leaders are trying to decide what 
card to play next. They attempted 
to be mavericks, and now because 
an African American man won 
with the strong support of 18 to 
29-year-olds, his opponents must 
resort to going hip-hop?
As a young voter, I am insulted 
at the GOP’s conclusion. While 
there were college students who 
showed their O-faces because 
Scarlett Johansson said “Yes We 
Can” on YouTube, there were also 
young voters who took their civic 
duty responsibly.
There were college students 
who listened to the candidates, read 
about their stances and struggled 
to cast their vote. We were not all 
blissfully blinded by Obama.
It is a shallow interpretation for 
winning — resorting to cheap gim-
micks to lure voters. It is a rash re-
sponse to a brutal beating on Nov. 4.
I question how the GOP plans to 
discuss social issues like abortion, 
gay marriage and gun control on 
street corners in crowded cities.
My advice to Mr. Steele, before 
he dons bling, is to decide if this is 
truly what voters want. The elector-
ate does not need to be chic. They 
just want to be heard.
Maybe the RNC’s best attempt 
at winning is to provide a balanced 
alternative to the Obama adminis-
tration, or utilize technology more 
effectively. Make supporters feel 
like they are not just behind a can-
didate, but behind a movement.
Until then, the GOP might as 
well peace out. They will be the 
typical political party with the same 
supporters masked in the façade of 
understanding voters.
By Matt Spialek; The Daily Vidette, Illinois State
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Feb. 19, 7:42 p.m.
Curry Health Center asked 
for extra patrols after several 
males had been inquiring about 
the pharmacy’s hours and asking 
for painkillers. “After Walgreens 
got robbed, that’s something to 
be concerned about,” said Public 
Safety Director Jim Lemcke. Of-
ficers conducted patrols, but noth-
ing suspicious occurred.
Feb. 19, 10:28 p.m.
Officers caught several intoxi-
cated people smoking marijuana at 
the Girl Talk show in the Univer-
sity Center Ballroom. They were 
not cited. “They were intoxicated 
and smoking pot,” Lemcke said. 
“Imagine that, on a university 
campus.” Lemke said that at this 
event and at the Forester’s Ball, a 
large number of students showed 
up drunk. “We’ve had this prob-
lem at concerts where alcohol is 
not served. People come drunk or 
high,” Lemcke said. “They seem 
to load up beforehand.”  
Feb. 20, 11:57 p.m.
A female transient was in Aber 
Hall and was asked to leave.  The 
caller reported she had been look-
ing for a warm place to sleep. 
Lemcke said Public Safety has 
been having problems with this 
woman for about a week. She 
hasn’t been causing any serious 
harm but has simply been a nui-
sance. Lemke said he thinks she 
may have some mental health is-
sues. “These circumstances can 
be tough because jail is not the 
right place,” Lemcke said. “We 
try to get them to the (Poverello 
Center) or to get them help.”
Feb. 21, 6:10 p.m.
Somebody called from Uni-
versity Villages to have a person 
removed from his apartment. The 
person turned out to be his moth-
er-in-law and had left by the time 
officers arrived. “The complain-
ant wanted his mother-in-law re-
moved from his residence. How 
many times has that been said?” 
Lemcke said. “I’m not sure how 
good family relations you’re go-
ing to have if you call the police 
on your mother-in-law.”
Feb. 22, 11:40 p.m.
Missoula Police were inter-
viewing witnesses after the Uni-
versity Center Market robbery 
and discovered one of them had 
drugs on him. Because he was a 
witness, they let it go. “(The of-
ficer) was not going to charge a 
cooperating witness,” Lemcke 
said. “He probably just dumped 
it.” Lemcke added that in situa-
tions where an individual who is 
intoxicated on drugs or in posses-
sion of drugs calls the police or an 
ambulance to help someone, they 
receive immunity from Lemcke’s 
department. The same is true for 
people reporting they were sexu-
ally assaulted.
Feb. 24, 10:10 a.m.
A custodian in Aber Hall found 
counterfeit money in the trash 
chute. It was pretty well made 
with a printer and scanner, printed 
on both sides of a standard sized 
sheet of paper, but it was not yet 
cut out. “It was retained for evi-
dence and sent to the Secret Ser-
vice,” Lemcke said. “They don’t 
have much of a sense of humor 
about these things.”
Feb. 25, 2:30 a.m.
A caller reported there was a 
wounded deer out on the Oval. 
Officers responded but couldn’t 
locate the injured animal, which 
seemed to have moved on.
Citations
Kade Fleenor, 18, MIP, resist-
ing arrest
Feb. 25, 2:17 a.m.
When officers confronted an intoxicat-
ed male in Aber Hall, the individual tried 
his best to get away, bolting down the hall. 
He tried to run down the stairs, only to 
fall and run headfirst into a steel fire door. 
“That’ll leave a mark,” Lemcke said. So 
besides a hangover, he will have a knot 
on his head.” Lemcke went on to say how 
silly it was for the guy to run from the of-
ficers because an MIP is not an arrestable 
offense but running from the cops is.
Police 
Blotter
Misplaced mother-in-law, made-up money, maimed muley
Mark Page
Montana KaiMin
The Kaimin says
we love snow ... the cold fluffy stuff
WASHINGTON — President 
Barack Obama told lawmakers on 
Thursday he plans to withdraw 
most American troops from Iraq by 
August 2010 but leave tens of thou-
sands behind to advise Iraqi forces 
and protect U.S. interests, congres-
sional officials said.
Obama is expected to announce 
the new strategy on Friday during 
a trip to the Marine Corps base at 
Camp Lejeune, N.C.
In a closed-door meeting with 
Republican and Democratic lead-
ers, Obama and his top advisers es-
timated that 35,000 to 50,000 troops 
would remain in Iraq after the bulk 
of troops are withdrawn.
Obama campaigned on end-
ing the Iraq war and pledged to do 
so in 16 months. The withdrawal 
timetable he is expected to approve 
stretches over 19 months from his 
inauguration in January. That means 
some 100,000 troops would leave 
over the coming 18 months.
Rep. John McHugh, the top 
Republican on the House Armed 
Services Committee, said Obama 
promised him to reconsider the new 
strategy if violence rises. McHugh 
said he was worried the situation in 
Iraq remained fragile, especially as 
it approaches elections in December.
“Our commanders must have the 
flexibility they need in order to re-
spond to these challenges, and Presi-
dent Obama assured me that there is 
a ‘Plan B,’” McHugh, R-N.Y., said 
in a statement.
According to one congressio-
nal official, lawmakers were told 
that Gen. David Petraeus, head of 
U.S. Central Command, and Gen. 
Ray Odierno, the top commander 
in Baghdad, believed the plan pre-
sented moderate risk but supported 
the 50,000 figure.
Some Democrats are skeptical 
but because they say it would leave 
too many troops behind.
“I have been one for a long time 
that’s called for significant cutbacks 
in Iraq, and I am happy to listen 
to the secretary of defense and the 
president,” Senate Majority Leader 
Harry Reid, D-Nev., told reporters 
before the briefing. “But when they 
talk about 50,000, that’s a little high-
er number than I had anticipated.”
In addition to Reid, congres-
sional leaders attending the meet-
ing included House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi, D-Calif., and House Minor-
ity Leader John Boehner, R-Ohio. 
Vice President Joe Biden, Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates and Adm. 
Michael Mullen, chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, had also been 
expected to attend as well.
Susan Rice, the U.S. ambassa-
dor to the United Nations, told the 
U.N.’s Security Council on Thurs-
day that the U.S. would move “re-
sponsibly and safely” to reduce the 
U.S. military presence in Iraq.
She said the process of redeploy-
ing American combat troops will be 
carried out in consultation with the 
Iraqi government “and with its sup-
port.”
An existing U.S-Iraq agreement, 
negotiated under President George 
W. Bush, calls for U.S. combat 
troops to withdraw from Baghdad 
and other cities by the end of June, 
with all American forces out of the 
country by the end of 2011.
Officials: Obama says he will 
withdraw Iraq troops by 2010
associated Press
Track and Field to most is 
known as a sport where individu-
als shine. Carl Lewis, Usain Bolt 
and Michael Johnson are among a 
contingent of track stars who have 
all reached superstar status through 
their individual track efforts. 
But with the UM men and 
women’s indoor track and field 
teams headed to Flagstaff, Ariz., 
this weekend for the Big Sky Con-
ference Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, Montana director 
of track and field Brian Schweyen 
said that the weekend’s emphasis 
is on the team and not the indi-
vidual.
“We’re looking to improve the 
all-around attitude of the team,” he 
said.  “We’re developing very good 
team unity, and that will make a dif-
ference in itself.”
The Griz have 23 men and 18 
women competing in various events 
over the weekend.
Schweyen noted that the Griz 
aren’t expected to be the favorites, 
something the athletes on the team 
enjoy, he said.
“We always like being the under-
dogs,” he said. “We’re not seeded 
really high, but really we don’t have 
the talent to be. But at the same time, 
we have a team that has worked re-
ally hard to maximize what we do 
have, and I think we can surprise 
some people.”
For the individual aspect, junior 
pole-vaulter Michael Blanchard said 
that confidence is key.
“Our main focus has to be 
confidence going into the meet,” 
Blanchard said, noting that although 
he didn’t receive a high seed, he is 
optimistic about the competition. “I 
didn’t get a good seeding, but I had 
a really good week of practice. We 
just have to be confident going in so 
we’re at our peak.”
Over the course of the season 
up to this final meet, Schweyen has 
noticed constant improvement from 
his team.
“It’s getting better every week 
across the board,” he said. “I can’t 
say any one person stands out, but 
I think across the board we’ll do 
really well.”
Blanchard, on the other hand, 
said that he expects senior Amber 
Aikins to place well.
Aikins is competing in four 
events in the competition but is ex-
pected to compete for first place in 
the pentathlon.
“I think she has a really good 
shot at getting first,” Blanchard said.
Aikins, the No. 2 seed in the 
pentathlon, is only about a month 
removed from her career-best ef-
fort of 3,534 points that she re-
corded at Montana State’s Multi-
Events meet held in January.
Aikins is also competing in the 
high jump, triple jump and 60-me-
ter hurdles.
In the preseason coaches’ poll, 
both the men and women’s teams 
were picked to finish the season 
in sixth place. While that predic-
tion may reflect the teams’ seeding 
for the event, Schweyen said that 
he only has a couple goals for his 
team for the championships.
“First of all I want to get every-
body through the weekend com-
pletely healthy,” he said.
And looking at the improve-
ment over the course of the whole 
season, Schweyen said his last 
goal is simple.
“I want everyone to have the 
best week they’ve ever had.”
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
The bout between the University of Mon-
tana Lady Griz and the Portland State Lady 
Vikings for the Big Sky Conference regular-
season title is shaping up to go the distance. 
A 16th and final round looms next Satur-
day after Montana landed a swift uppercut 
with a 71-51 victory over Northern Colorado 
on its home floor Thursday night.
The win moved Montana to 13-1 in league 
play (24-4 overall), a half game ahead of the 
Vikings. But Thursday night’s affair not only 
gave UM a moment to breathe, it also proved 
beyond a shadow of a doubt that the Lady 
Griz had a chin reminiscent of Jake LaMotta 
or Jack Dempsey.
Northern Colorado (12-15, 5-8 Big 
Sky) came out of their corner looking for a 
quick knockout as the first 15 minutes were 
marked by extremely physical play. Both 
teams banged on the block and boxed each 
other completely out of bounds on several 
occasions.  
“We knew they were going to come out 
like every other team and try to beat us up 
and shove us down,” senior guard Mandy 
Morales said. “We love (physical play). It 
makes us a lot tougher.”
It seemed to be working to Northern Colo-
rado’s advantage initially. At the 5:03 mark, 
UNC forward Kate Kevorken hit a jumper 
to pull the Bears within two points, 21-19. 
But that was as close and UNC would get 
as Montana’s physicality and smooth ball 
movement led them on a 14-4 run to close 
the first stanza before going on a 13-4 run to 
open the second half.
“They were right up in our face for the 
first 15 (minutes), but we started to get some 
nice open looks, started setting some nice 
screens, getting some backdoors, stuff like 
that,” said senior forward Britney Lohman, 
who played the entire opening period.
“It was nice to get a little run to end the 
half,” added head coach Robin Selvig. “They 
are a good team, they run good things, they 
were working hard and defending us well. 
We just can’t expect to be up 15 on good 
teams.”
Aside from Lohman, Montana struggled 
shooting the ball at first. The Lady Griz 
made nine of their 26 shots from the field 
(.346) and just one of their five attempts 
from downtown. But Lohman picked up the 
slack, hitting four-of-six from the field, in-
cluding two-of-three from beyond the arc to 
the tune of 10 points. She also pulled down 
five rebounds in the first half.  The defending 
Big Sky Conference Defensive Player of the 
Year said the physical nature of the game is 
something Montana thrives on.
“It’s always great to have a good, physi-
cal team because I feel like we are a physi-
cal team as well, so we just feed off that,” 
Lohman said.  “It kind of ups the level of 
play, so I felt like that was actually helpful 
in getting us going on offense.”
If Lohman carried the load in the first 
half, it was Morales who danced circles 
around the UNC defense in the second. Mo-
rales was held without a field goal in the first 
half but opened the second period with three 
consecutive field goals, two of them from 
downtown en route to finishing with a team-
high 13 points. She also had a game-high 
five assists and added five rebounds.
“(Mandy) didn’t really have shots (in the 
first half),” Selvig said. “They were working 
hard to take her away.”
All told, four Lady Griz finished in double 
figures. Joining Lohman, who finished with 
13 points and six rebounds after playing just 
eight second-half minutes, and Morales were 
fellow senior Sonya Rogers and sophomore 
Sarah Ena. Rogers finished with 12 points 
and five rebounds. Ena added a double-dou-
ble with 10 points and 11 rebounds. Whitley 
Cox scored 18 points on 8-of-19 shooting 
for Northern Colorado.
Not only did Montana weather UNC’s 
flurry of blows to start, but it also continued 
to defend like Floyd Mayweather. UM held 
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Another knockout: Lady Griz victory enhances title chances
Colter Nuanez
Montana KaiMin
Track teams prep for 
championship meet
Tyson Alger
Montana KaiMin
Taka Osuga/Montana Kaimin
Freshman Logan Hodke practices hurdles in the West Auxiliary gym Wednesday afternoon as assistant coach Harry Clark 
watches. The team will be traveling to Northern Arizona to compete in the Big Sky Conference Championships on Friday 
and Saturday. 
Weekend’s emphasis will be on 
teams’ attitude, not individuals
See BASKETBALL, page 7
Eric Oravsky/Montana Kaimin
Sophomore guard Stephanie Stender races down the court against freshman guard Courtney 
Stoermer of Northern Colorado in the second half. The Lady Griz came away with a 71 – 51 
win, putting them at a half game lead over Portland State in the Big Sky standings. 
So much for controlling des-
tiny.
Devon Beitzel scored 17 
points, and Chris Kaba added 
11 to lead Northern Colorado 
to a 67–57 win over Montana 
Thursday night in a crucial 
Big Sky Conference game.  
The Bears (13–17,7–8 Big 
Sky) took an early 9–2 lead 
and never trailed in the win, 
which earned them a spot in 
the Big Sky Tournament and 
deemed the Montana men’s 
basketball team chances of 
clinching the second seed 
doubtful. The Griz (17–11, 
11–5 Big Sky), who with a win 
would have clinched the tour-
nament’s second spot behind 
conference champion Weber 
State, now need Eastern Wash-
ington to upset Portland State or 
Montana State to beat Northern 
Colorado Saturday night in order to 
retain the second seed and the bye in 
the tournament.  
Montana held Northern’s star 
center Gabriel Banks to just six 
points, but had a hard time get-
ting an offensive foothold on the 
contest early. Montana missed all 
six of its first-half three pointers, 
and Northern converted 15 of 
17 free throws before halftime.  
The Griz trailed 36–25 af-
ter Northern Colorado’s Neal 
Kingman hit a three pointer on 
the opening possession of the 
second half, but Montana cut 
the lead to 37–35 after Antho-
ny Johnson hit a pair of free 
throws with 15:38 remaining. 
That was the closest Montana 
would get, however, as the 
Bears were led by nine sec-
ond-half markers by Beitzel. 
The Griz hit 46 percent 
of their shots, compared to 
37 percent by the Bears, who 
reached the free throw line 25 
times and got 45 points from 
their bench. 
Anthony Johnson scored 
17 points and Jordan Hasquet 
added 15, but no other Mon-
tana player scored more than 
eight points. 
Sports
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UM tennis teams on weekend Northwest tour
Whitney Bermes
Montana KaiMin
Both Montana tennis teams 
hit the road, heading west this 
weekend to play three matches 
apiece.
The men’s team kicks off its 
spring campaign on the road, 
facing off against conference 
foe Portland State on Friday, 
the University of Portland on 
Saturday and Division III Whit-
man College on Sunday. 
The women (3–1, 1–0 Big 
Sky) take on their second con-
ference opponent of the season, 
Eastern Washington, on Friday, 
Gonzaga on Saturday and Idaho 
on Sunday. 
The Montana men ended 
last season with an 8–9 record, 
bowing out of the Big Sky 
Conference tournament after a 
semifinal loss to Sacramento 
State. Head coach Kris Nord, in 
his 27th year at Montana, said 
his team is aiming even higher 
this season. 
“We would actually like to 
get beyond that point and get 
to the finals and win the con-
ference, but it’s going to be a 
challenge. All the teams in our 
conference are better this year,” 
Nord said. “Everybody has 
stepped it up so it’ll be tougher 
this year than last year. So I’m 
just hoping that our guys will 
improve and play our best ten-
nis come April.”
Practice time has been a fac-
tor for the Griz in their preseason 
preparation. Missoula Athletic 
Club, the indoor courts Mon-
tana’s tennis teams practiced on 
during the winter, went bankrupt, 
forcing both teams to practice on 
a temporary facility in the Ad-
ams Center. 
“Instead of having access to 
three courts six days a week, 
we’ve been sharing one court pe-
riodically with the women’s team 
indoors,” Nord said.
“It’s a bit of a question mark, 
just the fact that we haven’t had as 
much court time as we normally 
do. I think we’ll do fine but we’re 
a couple weeks behind the teams 
that we’re playing this weekend. 
But the road to the postsea-
son starts Friday with the Port-
land schools. The Griz face 
the University of Portland on 
Taka Osuga/Montana Kaimin
Junior Collin Fehr returns the ball to junior Raydner Ramos during Wednesday’s practice in Dahlberg Arena. The men’s tennis team heads to Oregon to 
face the University of Portland on Friday and Portland State on Saturday. This will be their first competition of the season. 
See TENNIS, page 7
Griz don’t clinch No.2 seed yet
Kaimin Sports Staff
Montana KaiMin
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Friday with the Portland 
schools. The Griz face the Uni-
versity of Portland on Friday. 
The Pilots, of the West Coast 
Conference, post an 8–2 record, 
coming off a sweep of Portland 
State and a 4–3 loss to Sacra-
mento State last weekend. 
Then the Griz square off 
against conference foe Portland 
State. The Vikings are 3-6 over-
all, 2–2 in Big Sky Conference 
play. Nord said both Portland 
schools pose a threat. 
“Both Portland and Portland 
State are much better than last 
year, I know that for sure,” 
Nord said. “It’ll be a challenge, 
especially since it’s our first 
weekend of competition. But 
we’re looking forward to it.”
The men round out their 
weekend against Whitman Col-
lege on Sunday. The Division 
III team is 4–0 in Northwest 
Conference play. 
As for the Montana women, 
they’re sitting at 3–1 and look-
ing to continue their early-
season success. They haven’t 
played a match for almost two 
weeks and are ready to get on 
the court, said first-year head 
coach Steve Ascher. 
“I think we’re going to go 
over there and be pretty suc-
cessful,” Ascher said. “We’ve 
had two weeks of training, and 
practices have been going real-
ly well. The girls are practicing 
really hard. Because they’ve 
practiced so long, they’re really 
excited to get over to Spokane 
and play some matches.”
Montana starts play on Fri-
day against conference rival 
Eastern Washington. The Eagles 
have a 3–4 overall record, 1-1 
in Big Sky play. The Griz face 
Gonzaga Saturday, who has a 
3–2 record overall this spring. 
All three of their wins came 
over Big Sky schools: Northern 
Colorado, Eastern Washington 
and Portland State. Last up for 
Montana will be the University 
of Idaho on Sunday. The Van-
dals, part of the Western Athletic 
Conference, are 2–2 this season. 
While the conference matchup 
against Eastern Washington will 
be important for the women’s 
team, Ascher said the other non-
conference matches will be im-
portant in helping his team gain 
some ground in the northwest 
region. 
“I view every match as equal-
ly important,” Ascher said. “Ob-
viously, you look at a conference 
match and our players gear up 
for the conference matches tre-
mendously. So for me, I try to 
put equal value on every single 
match. … These are big region-
al matches.”
After this weekend, Mon-
tana men will take on Eastern 
Washington, Lewis and Clark 
State and Idaho March 13–15, 
all on the road. The women 
take on Lewis and Clark State 
and Washington State on March 
13 and 14, both on the road as 
well. 
whitney.bermes@umontana.edu
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HARTFORD, Conn. — The 
leaders of the Connecticut Gen-
eral Assembly’s higher education 
committee want UConn coach 
Jim Calhoun reprimanded for his 
tirade at a freelance journalist who 
questioned his $1.6 million salary.
Sen. Mary Ann Handley, D-
Manchester, and Rep. Roberta 
Willis, D-Lakeville, said Thursday 
that Calhoun’s outburst on Saturday 
does not reflect well on him or the 
state’s flagship university.
“His recent behavior was unac-
ceptable and we request that the uni-
versity take appropriate disciplinary 
action to reinforce the high ethical 
standards we have come to expect 
from our flagship institution,” the 
lawmakers wrote in a letter to UCo-
nn President Michael J. Hogan.
Both legislators said Calhoun 
should be reminded that he is a role 
model for many athletes and stu-
dents.
In a statement, Hogan called 
Calhoun a “valued member of the 
UConn community” and said the 
reporter was also to blame for the 
controversy.
“The question he was asked 
about his salary was perfectly fair, 
although the reporter, as Coach Cal-
houn suggested, might have found a 
more appropriate and less provoca-
tive setting for his inquiry,” Hogan 
said. “I am sure that we all regret 
the controversy, including Coach 
Calhoun, and I can assure you that 
we will continue to encourage all 
members of the UConn community 
to resist temptation and treat others 
in a judicious and respectful manner, 
no matter what the circumstances.”
Calhoun won his 800th career 
game Wednesday when the No. 2 
Huskies beat Marquette. He is the 
highest-paid state employee in Con-
necticut.
Late Thursday, Calhoun issued 
a statement and said his comments 
were “misinterpreted” as being in-
sensitive to the current economic 
climate.
“I believe I have a duty, respon-
sibility and obligation to support the 
state I love and the many people and 
organizations of Connecticut that 
are in need,” Calhoun said. “I look 
forward to continuing with the same 
amount of passion and commitment 
to assist people and causes that are 
important to me and my family.”
Handley and Willis said they 
are proud of the achievements of 
Calhoun and his players and ac-
knowledged the school’s standing 
and reputation has improved with 
UConn’s rise to athletic promi-
nence.
“However, with increased suc-
cess and recognition comes in-
creased responsibility,” they wrote 
to Hogan. “Coach Calhoun’s ac-
tions were not in keeping with the 
high ethical standards that we ex-
pect from a representative of the 
University of Connecticut.”
Ken Krayeske, a political activ-
ist and freelance reporter, ques-
tioned Calhoun at a news confer-
ence following Saturday’s 64-50 
win over South Florida. He asked 
why the coach of a public universi-
ty collects a salary of $1.6 million 
while the state has a budget deficit 
of more than $1 billion this fiscal 
year and up to $8.7 billion over the 
next two fiscal years.
Calhoun first responded with a 
joke, then grew angry as Krayeske 
continued the line of questioning.
“My best advice to you is, shut 
up,” Calhoun said.
“Quite frankly, we bring in $12 
million to the university, nothing 
to do with state funds,” Calhoun 
said. “We make $12 million a 
year for this university. Get some 
facts and come back and see me ... 
Don’t throw out salaries and other 
things.”
Earlier this week, Connecticut 
Gov. M. Jodi Rell told reporters 
that she believed Calhoun regrets 
his outburst and called the tirade 
an “embarrassing display.”
BASKETBALL
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Lawmakers want Calhoun 
reprimanded for outburst
the Bears to 8-of-28 shooting in 
the first half (.286 percent) and 
18-of-54 (.333) on the evening. 
Montana, who ranks sixth in 
the nation in field goal percent-
age defense, has held its last five 
opponents to an average of 47.5 
points per game.  
Northern Colorado head 
coach Jaime White said her team 
knew coming into the game that 
they would be entering a hostile 
environment, but the game plan 
emphasized physicality. In the 
end, Montana’s advantage in 
might and stature overwhelmed 
the smaller Bears. 
“Their physical nature some-
what overwhelmed us, but it was 
more just body-wise,” White 
said. “All of them are taller and 
probably a little bit stronger. We 
are wiry and little. We know it’s 
going to be physical on the road, 
especially in Montana. It’s just 
one of those things you have to 
fight through, but we weren’t 
able to quite do that tonight.”
Portland State was idle Thurs-
day. Saturday brings Eastern 
Washington to the coast for the 
Lady Vikings’ chance to split yet 
another round with Montana. But 
for now, Montana gained the ad-
vantage in a slugfest that looks 
more and more likely be decided 
in the final round next weekend.
colter.nuanez@umontana.edu
Pleased? 
Pissed? 
Perturbed?
Write a letter to the editor
opinion@montanakaimn.com
AssociAted Press
Former Wall Street Journal 
managing editor Paul Steiger will 
give a lecture about the future 
of journalism in the Internet era 
Monday night at the University of 
Montana. 
“He’s won about every award 
you can win in journalism,” said 
Dennis Swibold, a professor in the 
School of Journalism.
“He’s a powerhouse and an 
extremely respected editor. We’re 
eager to have him come here and 
talk about the future of investiga-
tive reporting in an online world.” 
The lecture, “Finding the New 
Jeff Coles: Journalism’s Future 
in the Internet Era” was set up in 
memory of Jeff Cole, a former 
University of Montana graduate 
and Wall Street Journal aerospace 
editor and reporter who was killed 
in a plane crash in 2001.
Steiger will present the free lec-
ture Monday at 8 p.m. in the Uni-
versity Center Theater. He is the 
editor of ProPublica, an indepen-
dent nonprofit investigative news 
organization, and the chairman of 
the Committee to Protect Journal-
ists, a New York-based nonprofit 
organization that supports the 
rights of journalists and freedom 
of the press.
Cole’s widow, UM recruitment 
manager Maria Cole, said that set-
ting up this lecture was a way to 
honor the man she loved and what 
he loved doing by giving back to 
the University that fed the passion 
for his life’s work.
“He just feasted the whole time 
he was here [at UM] and he never 
forgot it,” Maria Cole said. “His 
natural curiosity and charismatic 
personality had him all over and 
diving into everything. He loved 
what he did; he truly had a pas-
sion for it and was gifted. It was 
what he was intended to do, no 
question. I loved it, I loved being 
around it.” 
Carol Van Valkenburg, chair of 
the UM print journalism program 
and Kaimin advisor, remembers 
Cole as “tenacious but engaging” 
and a “zealous reporter,” a journal-
ist who started at the Missoulian 
and always kept in touch with the 
school even when he worked at the 
Wall Street Journal.
Cole would sometimes hint 
that he wanted to come home to 
Montana and maybe teach at UM 
someday, Maria Cole said. They 
had just started building a house 
in Montana together when he died.
He was a man who worked at 
the Wall Street Journal, but always 
chose to drive a tiny beat-up Nis-
san, Maria Cole said. He was a 
man who danced with her in the 
grocery store, a man who made a 
person feel like the most important 
person in the room when he was 
talking to him or her, and a man 
who would write, “I know enough 
to know that I don’t know at all” in 
job application paperwork.
“He said to me [that if he ever 
died before me] he only wanted 
three things: ‘I want you to go to 
Montana, I want you to build that 
house in the Bitterroot and I want 
you to do something good for 
those people,’” she said. 
Maria Cole pointed up to the 
sky to Cole after she finished 
number one and number two. She 
hopes Monday night will get her 
pointing up to the sky again with 
the start of that number three.
Monday’s lecture will be the 
first of an annual Jeff Cole lecture 
series, and Maria Cole said she’s 
excited that Steiger, Cole’s former 
boss, will be the first speaker.
“He wanted to come home,” 
Maria said of Cole. “I think I 
wanted that for him and we made 
it happen together. I think he 
would smile [about the lecture]; 
he’d chuckle. Now he gets to live 
again so it’s good, it’s all good.” 
Her biggest hope is that every-
one takes full advantage of Stei-
ger’s visit on Monday.
“Bring on the questions — 
don’t hold back, don’t be shy. 
Steiger’s not the kind of person to 
be shy with,” she said. “Ask ab-
solutely anything and everything, 
from the sublime to the ridiculous. 
Have some Jeff in you that day and 
go for it because he would.”
carmen.george@umontana.edu
Comment on these stories at www.montanakaimin.com
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In a little more than a year, a 
team of about a dozen people will 
arrive on the University of Mon-
tana campus to study everything 
from the student population to the 
library to determine whether or 
not to renew UM’s accreditation. 
The University is already prepar-
ing for the visit. 
Accreditation is a voluntary 
process in the United States that 
does not have a national licensing 
or chartering process like other 
countries, according to UM Presi-
dent George Dennison.
“It’s better that we do it our-
selves — that we police our-
selves,” he said. 
The main benefit of accredita-
tion is tied to funding. Achieving 
status as an accredited university 
is necessary to get federal and 
sometimes state grants and loans.
The accreditation program be-
gan in the early 1960s, and UM 
was first accredited around that 
time, according to Dennison. 
Once a University is accredited, 
it is reviewed every 10 years to 
determine whether it can keep its 
status. UM is up for review next 
spring. 
UM will be reviewed by the 
Northwest Commission on Col-
leges and Universities [NWC-
CU], the agency responsible for 
accrediting schools in Alaska, 
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, 
Utah and Washington. 
A team of about 12 people 
from the commission will visit 
the UM campus in April 2010. 
They will talk to students, faculty 
and staff to get an idea of what 
the University has been doing and 
read through various documents, 
including an extensive self-report 
put together by a committee of 
UM administrators, faculty and 
students. 
Math professor Jim Hirstein 
is chairman of the Accreditation 
Steering Committee, which was 
assembled last May. He said that 
of the nine groups of standards 
that will be studied by the NWC-
CU committee, the two most im-
portant involve strategic planning 
and academic programs. 
Strategic planning refers to the 
effectiveness of the University’s 
planning mechanisms for ar-
eas such as academics, research, 
building, retention and athletics. 
Academic programs will be re-
viewed in terms of undergradu-
ate and graduate curriculum and 
changes to curriculum, Hirstein 
said. 
Other areas that will be under 
scrutiny include the student and 
faculty populations, the library, 
the administration, tuition, finan-
cial aid and building projects. 
The Provost’s Office is already 
working on the University’s aca-
demic strategic planning process 
with measures like the Partnering 
for Student Success plan, a series 
of initiatives aimed at improving 
student retention and graduation 
rates, Dennison said. 
The committee writing the 
self-report will look closely at the 
governance and leadership struc-
ture of the University, in addition 
to planning and budgeting.
“It’s kind of fun to do,” said 
Dennison, who has participated in 
accreditation review processes for 
other universities in the past. 
According to Dennison, about 
a month after the NWCCU visits 
the campus, the University will 
receive a report that identifies any 
issues and provides recommenda-
tions for improvement. The Uni-
versity will identify any factual 
errors in the report and send cor-
rections to the Commission. 
At the NWCCU’s next meet-
ing, UM administrators will re-
spond to the report and recom-
mendations in front of the entire 
commission. A few weeks later, 
the University will find out if its 
accreditation has been renewed. 
“I think we will come through 
it okay, but we’ve prepared very 
deliberately for it,” Dennison 
said. 
Some areas the University has 
been asked to improve upon in the 
past include using revenue wisely, 
improving diversity of both the 
student body and faculty and of-
fering higher salaries to employ-
ees, according to Dennison.  
Dennison said the University 
was given a midterm report in 
2005 to make sure it was on track 
for getting re-accredited in 2009.
“I feel that we’re in fairly good 
shape,” he said. 
To learn more about the ac-
creditation process, visit http://
www.umt.edu/asc. 
allison.maier@umontana.edu
Allison Maier
Montana KaiMin
University preparing for spring accreditation review
Carmen George
Montana KaiMin
Lecturer to address future of  journalism in Internet era
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GROOVING WITH Senegalese Sabar masters isn’t on the typical Friday night agenda for most college kids, 
but it will be tonight for a handful of campus 
musicians.  
The centerpiece of the Department of 
Music’s fourth annual World Rhythms con-
cert, which swings into the University The-
atre at 7:30 p.m. tonight, is a collaboration 
between the UM West African Ensemble 
and two Sabar music gurus, drummer Id-
rissa Gueye and dancer N’deye Gueye.
Sabar is the West African drum rhythm-
base that forms the backbone of traditional 
Senegalese music. For the four members of 
the makeshift university quartet, the chance 
to perform with world-class talent has been 
an eye-opening odyssey. Senior percussion 
performance major Sam Mckenzie said rip-
ping riffs with Idrissa has been challenging 
but “tons more fun” than learning standard 
drum parts.
“It’s really cool to learn,” Mckenzie said. 
“Western percussion is notated really clear-
ly, and everything is almost exactly the way 
it’s written in the music. With the world stuff 
it’s completely opposite, especially with Sa-
bar. You can’t really even learn it by seeing 
it written down, you just have to hear it.”
The complex, primal interplay of a Sa-
bar piece can be tough for even the most 
experienced artist to grasp. A traditional 
tribal section consists of six to 12 drummers 
banging goatskin drums with one hand and 
a curved stick. The lead drummer, using a 
tall, slender N’der drum, orchestrates the 
group, often adapting his rhythms to match 
the spontaneous movement of dancers ac-
companying a piece.
And that is the easy part. 
Another key element of the sound is 
a small, hourglass-shaped drum called a 
tama. Manipulating the lizard skin drum-
heads stretched tightly from one end of the 
tama to the other, a player changes pitch by 
pressing the laces lining the wooden sides 
of the drum. The music is designed to repli-
cate Wolof, a common dialect of Senegal’s 
dominant ethnic group of the same name.
UM percussion professor and ensemble 
director Bob LedBetter said tales of the leg-
endary tamas are woven into the fabric of 
the African “talking drum” lore.
“In Africa, there are very famous stories 
of drummers in different cultures that would 
send messages with their drums in the old 
days,” LedBetter. “People in Senegal that play 
[tamas] can still literally speak with them.”
During Friday’s show, Idrissa will recite 
passages in Wolof, then lead the ensemble 
as they play his words back on the drums. 
N’deye will accompany the performance 
with traditional tribal dance.
LedBetter knew that pulling off the in-
tricate act meant pulling in top-notch talent. 
The Gueyes, who’ve both relocated from 
Senegal to San Francisco, aren’t related 
(Gueye is one of the most common names 
in the country — like Smith or Johnson in 
the United States), but one thing they share 
is a seasoned pedigree.
Idrissa hails from the most respected 
gewel (or musical caste) family of the 
Wolof. As a child, he played ceremonies 
with his grandfather, Mame Bouna Basse 
Gueye, a fabled Sabar virtuoso, and later 
traveled the world for 26 years as lead 
drummer of the National Dance Company 
of Senegal. N’deye, the 2004 recipient of 
the Isadora Duncan Award for outstanding 
choreography at the San Francisco Ethnic 
Dance Festival, honed her skills growing 
up in Dakar, the country’s capital. She has 
performed internationally with a number of 
troupes and toured with Wyclef Jean.
It takes practice to keep up with the Gu-
eyes, but according to LedBetter, it doesn’t 
take a musical ear to catch the nuances that 
Students
jam with 
African drum 
masters
separate the singular Sabar cadence from 
Western sound.
“The music has a different feel than what 
we’re used to,” LedBetter said. “You im-
mediately pick up the certain rhythm that 
comes with a conversation.”
But for the UM group, communicating 
with Idrissa has been complicated. Alex Pe-
trusaitis, a senior studying music education, 
said negotiating the learning curve has taken 
patience on both sides.
“It’s a lot of listening because of the lan-
guage barrier,” Petrusaitis said. “He basical-
ly just plays something and shakes his head 
if we get it wrong. He’ll keep playing it over 
and over until we get it.”
Sabar isn’t the only style on tap tonight. 
The first half of the concert showcases the 
Brazilian Batucada Ensemble, made up of 
12 other drummers in the program. They’ll 
open their set with a parade-style samba, 
reminiscent of Rio carnivals, before shift-
ing into a fusion piece blending Afro-Cuban 
African hand drums and Cuban percussion.
LedBetter said the fact he opted to open 
with a Latin medley was no coincidence. 
Drum-heavy backgrounds have been a sta-
ple of Caribbean and South American music 
for centuries, West African influence span-
ning continents as harmonies were passed 
down through the generations of slaves toil-
ing in the New World.
“Cuban and Brazilian music were strong-
ly influenced by African origin,” LedBetter 
said. “They really clung to that African heri-
tage, so you still hear music that is almost 
directly derived from Yoruba [West African] 
culture.”
Tickets for the World Rhythm concert 
run $4 for students and seniors and $6 for 
general admission.
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
Story by Matt McLeod
Photos by Blaine Dunkley
Idrissa Gueye, a percussionist from Senegal, leads a group of drummers from the UM Music 
Department during a rehearsal in the University Theatre Thursday evening.
Master Sabar dancer, N’Deye Gueye, practices her routine with UM student drummers and dance stu-
dents of the Teranga Arts School. Gueye has been traveling throughout the U.S. since 1993, spreading the 
dance of the Wolof people of Senegal.
Prairie Wolfe and Kila Walser, students of the local Teranga Arts School, show off their Sabar 
dance moves in preparation for the show.
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“There’s no honor in self-de-
struction,” the incestuous matri-
arch proclaims during UM Dra-
ma’s production of the sinfully 
comedic play “Buried Child,” but 
Halie doesn’t realize the hypoc-
risy of her words.
As a television’s soft glow 
brightens on the set, the story be-
gins with Dodge, a failed Illinois 
farmer in his 70s who has conced-
ed his days to lying on a couch, 
casually drinking from a bottle of 
whiskey.
His two sons, Tilden and Brad-
ley, and grandson Vince are in-
troduced and the depravity of the 
family sinks even deeper, churn-
ing the American dream into a so-
bering reality.
Two outsiders put the family’s 
dysfunction into context. Shelly, 
Vince’s lady friend, is visibly ap-
prehensive after Dodge doesn’t 
recognize his own grandson when 
the two visit. And Father Dewis, a 
Protestant minister who seems to 
be unashamedly courting Halie, 
Dodge’s wife, is out of his league 
when confronted with the familial 
catastrophe.
The cast is impressively be-
lievable and at times capable of 
holding the audience completely 
motionless with grave anticipa-
tion right before releasing the 
pressure with the slapstick-style 
comedy that peppers the show.
“Buried Child” was written by 
Sam Shepard and won the 1979 
Pulitzer Prize for Drama. This 
production is directed by Ezra 
LeBank, assistant professor of 
movement and acting at UM and 
known for his recently-performed 
one-man show, “{Extinguish.}.”
On Monday, associate profes-
sor Bryan Cochran and assistant 
professor Duncan Campbell of the 
UM’s Department of Psychology 
will lead a discussion, examin-
ing issues portrayed in “Buried 
Child.”
The cast will perform three 
brief scenes from the play. “We’ll 
discuss the content and the inter-
personal dynamics that are evi-
dent in those excerpts,” Cochran 
said.
“We’re hoping to get the au-
dience engaged in talking about 
their impressions of the play and 
of the psychological themes in it,” 
he said.
“Buried Child” performances 
are this Friday and Saturday eve-
ning and March 3-7 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Masquer Theatre. Tickets are 
$12 for students and $14 for the 
general public.
“An Evening Exploring the 
Psychological Issues Portrayed in 
Buried Child” will be presented 
for free on Monday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Masquer Theatre. For more 
information, contact the PAR-TV 
box office at 243-4581.
jeff.osteen@umontana.edu
Sam Shepard’s play studies family depravityBuried Child:
Jeff  Osteen
Montana KaiMin
ABOVE: Buried Child stars Michelle 
Green and Kurt Smith get ready with 
the help of Lynda DeBerry Tuesday 
evening before the opening perfor-
mance.  The actors describe the play 
as a dark comedy. “It’s a very dement-
ed show,” Green said. The play will 
run through March 7 in the Masquer 
Theatre.
RIGHT: Smith applies makeup to him-
self before the show.  “One of the most 
challenging parts is playing someone 
so much older than I am,” said Smith, 
whose character is 75 years old.  
Alisia Muhlestein/Montana Kaimin
Alisia Muhlestein/Montana Kaimin
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Pablo Sáinz Villegas, a young, 
internationally renowned classi-
cal guitar player, will be teaming 
up with the String Orchestra of the 
Rockies for a concert Sunday.
“He is a rising superstar, no 
question about it,” said Fern Glass, 
a UM cello professor and the in-
terim artistic director of the or-
chestra.
Glass said Villegas won a gold 
medal at the 2006 Parkening In-
ternational Guitar Competition, a 
prestigious international competi-
tion, and he recently performed 
with the New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra.
Villegas will play two pieces 
with the String Orchestra of the 
Rockies. The first will be a famous 
concerto by Vivaldi for guitar and 
strings. The second will be a piece 
by Boccherini. 
“It’s a classical piece, mind 
you, because we have a string or-
chestra, but the rhythms and the 
inflections of the music will be 
very traditionally Spanish sound-
ing,” Glass said.
“If you’ve ever seen flamenco 
dancing, you’ll have an idea per-
haps of what the music sounds 
like,” Glass said. “Of course, Pab-
lo is Spanish so he is going to be a 
very wonderful authentic Spanish 
treat.”
Glass said the orchestra’s for-
mer artistic director knew Villegas 
from a previous connection and 
“knew what an incredible super-
star of classical guitar he was” and 
booked the collaboration.
The other pieces on the pro-
gram are standard repertoire 
pieces, Glass said.  The orchestra 
will be playing a classical piece by 
Mendelssohn in honor of his 200th 
birthday and a piece by a Spanish 
composer called “Prayer of the 
Bullfighter.” 
Tickets for the concert are 
available at Fact & Fiction and 
Rockin Rudy’s. They cost $10 for 
students and seniors and $20 for 
adults. It will be held in the UM 
music recital hall at 7:30 p.m. on 
Sunday.
amanda.eggert@umontana.edu
Classical guitar phenom 
performs Sunday at UM
Amanda Eggert
Montana KaiMin
Things are coming full circle 
for UM creative writing professor 
Robert Stubblefield, who will be 
hosting his former creative writing 
professor at a reading on campus 
tonight.
Craig Lesley, an Oregon au-
thor and winner of several book 
awards, is known for writing about 
Western themes and treating his 
characters with great compassion 
by utilizing what a Boston Globe 
review called “prose as clear as 
morning air” in a recent review.  
Lesley taught the first creative 
writing course that Stubblefield 
ever took at Clackamas Commu-
nity College in Oregon. 
“He has a really compassionate 
and engaging teaching style, but 
he’s really rigorous, too,” Stubble-
field said.  “He was the perfect first 
teacher for me.
“There have been a number 
of people at Craig’s workshop at 
Clackamas who have gone on to 
publish.”
He said that “Paranoid Park,” a 
novel written by Blake Nelson that 
was adapted into a Gus Van Sant 
film, was critiqued at one of Les-
ley’s workshops. 
Lesley has written four novels 
and a memoir in addition to edit-
ing two anthologies of short sto-
ries. Two of his novels, “Storm 
Riders” and “The Sky Fisherman,” 
were nominated for Pulitzer Priz-
es. Awards that Lesley has won in-
clude the Oregon Book Award and 
the Pacific Northwest Booksellers 
Association Award.
“Craig (Lesley) writes with 
clear-eyed compassion and hones-
ty about working people who are 
too-often forgotten in contempo-
rary literature,” Stubblefield said.
His work has been well-re-
ceived by a long list of well-known 
authors, including Richard Ford, 
William Kittredge, Raymond 
Carver and Ivan Doig. 
One of Lesley’s novels, “River 
Song” addresses the controversy 
about salmon fishing rights on 
tribal lands in the Northwest.  
“There was incredible foresight 
in the attention that he gave to that 
issue and the people affected by 
it,” Stubblefield said. 
The reading is sponsored by 
UM’s Department of English, the 
Mansfield Library and the Oval, 
UM’s undergraduate literary pub-
lication. Jesse Delong, the Oval’s 
fiction editor, will introduce Les-
ley, who will read from his work 
and hold a question-and-answer 
period afterwards.
The free reading starts at 7 p.m. 
tonight in Room 11 of the Liberal 
Arts Building.  
amanda.eggert@umontana.edu
Oregon author to read works
Amanda Eggert
Montana KaiMin
LOS ANGELES — Fox 
says it’s renewing “The Simp-
sons” for another two seasons, 
securing its place as TV’s lon-
gest-running prime-time series.
Now in its 20th season, “The 
Simpsons” already had tied re-
cord-holder “Gunsmoke.” The 
Western drama series aired for 
two decades on CBS before it 
ended in 1975.
“The Simpsons” will pass 
that mark next season. The 
two-year, 44-episode pickup 
announced Thursday by Fox 
will bring the total number of 
“Simpsons” episodes to 493.
The animated comedy about 
Homer and Marge Simpson, 
their children and the town of 
Springfield is not only endur-
ing but much-honored: It’s re-
ceived a Peabody and 24 Em-
mys among other awards.
associated Press
Simpsons stays on air
associated Press
Seinfeld to produce reality show
NEW YORK – Jerry Seinfeld 
is returning to NBC as producer 
of a comic reality series where ce-
lebrities and a referee try to help 
squabbling couples make peace.
The idea came from personal 
experience. Seinfeld and his wife, 
Jessica, were arguing one day – 
he doesn’t remember the topic – 
while a friend was visiting. The 
friend became uncomfortable and 
wondered if she should leave.
“I said, ‘You know what, I 
need some help to settle this right 
here. I need a marriage ref,’” he 
said, and the friend obliged.
Seinfeld helped develop the 
idea with a friend, Ellen Rakieten, 
who had just left Oprah Winfrey’s 
production company after work-
ing there for 23 years.
She brought the problem-
solving experience and Seinfeld 
added the comic sensibility. They 
don’t intend to delve into serious 
stuff, but smaller things like leav-
ing the bathroom messy. Even, 
perhaps, about nothing, really.
The hour-long episodes will 
introduce the couples through 
filmed reports and show them 
fighting. A panel of celebrity 
guests will weigh in to offer ad-
vice and observations before the 
final arbiter, a “ref” who hasn’t 
been selected yet, will settle 
things. 
  News12
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K A I M I N  C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their 
best judgement and investigate fully any 
offers of employment, investment or re-
lated topics before paying out any money.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
R A T E S
Lost and found ads may be placed 
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can 
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepay-
ment is required. Ads may be placed at 
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email: 
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
LOST OR FOUND
Lost: Black LG Chocolate Cell phone at 
the Golden Rose on 2/21. Please contact 
Alette at (406) 248-2132
Lost: Black Patagonia Down Jacket! 
Reward if found. Please call 406-640-0287.
Lost: Memorex USB left in library on 2/25 
at 10am. Very important. Please contact 
Willie Connell at 406-531-2618. 
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 min. from Missoula. 
$44-66 night Rock Creek Cabins 251-6611
Rooms available in remodeled fraternity 
house from May 15th to August 1st. 
Close to U on Gerald & University Ave. 
$350/month w/small deposit. Includes 
all utilities inc. cable and internet. Call 
MREM at 406-541-6468 or visit www.
millenniumrem.com.
FOR SALE
Digital Scales. Two different sizes. Low 
prices. Joint Effort 1916 Brooks, Missoula, 
Holiday Village Shopping Center.
Real hookahs. Made in Egypt. 36 kinds of 
shisha. Joint Effort 1916 Brooks, Missoula, 
Holiday Village Shopping Center.
HELP WANTED
Survey Takers Needed: Make $5-$25 per 
survey. Do it in your spare time. www.
GetPaidToThink.com
$50 to anyone who can find me a wedding. 
This lead must turn into a booked 
wedding. Photographer Dave Bell www.
davebellphoto.com
Two Downtown Facilities Staff needed: 
Missoula Downtown Association hiring for 
event setup & other downtown projects. 
PT Apr-Oct. $8.50/hr. 543-4238/
missouladowntown.com for more info. 
Submit cover letter, resume, 3 references to 
218 E. Main St, C; Missoula, MT 59802 or 
via email to mda@missouladowntown.com 
by March 6.
Seeking UM students wanting to work with 
other UM students making $1200-$3200/ 
mo. Call 602-717-3440.
PERSONALS
Got Condoms? CARE Reps in the dorms 
have free condoms available 24/7 in the 
dorms and Lewis and Clark Villages.
Spit tobacco is not a safe alternative to 
smoking. Need help kicking the can? Curry 
can help. 243-2809 CHC Room 112
Counseling and Psychological Services. 
Call for an appointment.  243-4711
Wildland Fire Training, Basic and 
Refresher. Call 406-543-0013
REAL ESTATE
Why rent when you can buy? Free buyer 
representation. Call Jake Booher today for 
a free list of properties. John Herring Real 
Estate 406-544-6114 
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Sweet House $500/Month + Energy. Dogs 
allowed, 3 Bedroom, 3 Bath. Rattlesnake. 
Call Cody 406-262-4949.
SERVICES
A+ Editing 396-4544
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student 
discount. Downtown at 136 East Broadway. 
Computer Central, 542-6540.
Computer Problem? Free Diagnosis! Free 
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call 
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
www.davebellphoto.com
Transcendental Meditation. Free 
meditation checkup. Friday-Monday. 
208-484-5334
A Professional, Winning Resume will be 
yours…when Rainmaker Resumes writes 
it! Our powerful resumes will get you a job 
interview…guaranteed! Call today for a 
free consultation, 546-8244.
MISCELLANEOUS
Secret Seconds U Thrift Store 1221 Helen 
Ave. 10-6pm Mon.-Sat.
One week only!! My Sister’s Closet is 
paying cash for CUTE, current style, name 
brand, spring clothing, sizes 0 to 18. Help 
us fill our newly remodeled store! Clean out 
your closet and get some cash. My Sister’s 
Closet 1900 Brooks St. in the Holiday 
Village. www.mysisterscloset-mt.com
CAMERAS
Continued from page 1
ates her  current position.
 “As long as she can still have ad-
visees and work with students, that’s 
just what she wants to do,” Bates 
said. 
Hoell’s contract is still under ne-
gotiation. She said she doesn’t know 
what her permanent position on 
campus will be, but she’s hold-
ing the administration to its word 
that she would get a position 
equivalent to her old job.
“I think the administration 
made a promise,” she said, “and 
I’m hoping they’re going to keep 
it.”
Hoell said it’s tough worry-
ing about her uncertain future, 
especially given the current 
economic climate. But despite 
losing her job and being shuffled 
across campus, she doesn’t want 
to leave UM. 
“I really want to stay here, be-
cause I think I have a lot to of-
fer,” she said.
allison.maier@umontana.edu
HOELL
Continued from page 1
She said she thought the rob-
bery was an isolated incident, and 
the suspect probably did it for some 
kind of high.
“I don’t think there’s any other 
person out there like this guy,” An-
derson said. “If he really needed 
money, he wouldn’t go to places 
like this.”
UC Market employee Lina Mill-
er also said that her work experience 
hasn’t been overly affected by the 
crimes.
“The nice thing was that nothing 
changed,” Miller said. “The market 
is generally a really light-hearted 
place to be.”
Miller has worked at the mar-
ket for four years, and she said that 
the carefree mood of her job is still 
there.
“We all still love the place where 
we work,” Miller said. 
Although the UC Food Court 
wasn’t robbed, it has also taken 
precautions. Brice Wozniak, a ca-
shier at the food court, said he has 
been told to empty his till more of-
ten and he displays a sign that says 
their cash is kept to a minimum, but 
other than that, not much else has 
changed.
“I still treat everyone the same,” 
Wozniak said. “You can’t really 
pick a suspect out unless he’s wear-
ing a ski mask.”
Students interviewed at the UC 
also said they didn’t feel any less 
safe than they did before the robber-
ies but were surprised that it could 
happen at UM.
“I don’t feel less safe,” said Greg 
Lovell, a senior in marketing and 
management, “but at the same time, 
I can’t believe we couldn’t catch the 
person.”
Lovell said he thinks the UC 
should put cameras up, at least 
in places where cash is being ex-
changed.
Kendra Bingham, a junior in 
wildlife biology, said she wasn’t 
surprised about the robberies them-
selves.
“I’m a little surprised it hasn’t 
happened before,” she said.
Bingham thinks the best thing 
the UC can do now is go back to 
normal.
“I don’t think they should do 
anything,” she said. “Things hap-
pen, and you really can’t do any-
thing about them.”
Robert Wiltzen, a sophomore 
in wildlife biology, thinks cameras 
wouldn’t be a bad idea.
“Either that, or maybe just one 
security guard or something,” he 
said.
Wiltzen, a former Marine, also 
thinks regular citizens should be 
more observant in case something 
happens.
“If I were to see it, I’d take ac-
tion,” Wiltzen said.
kimball.bennion@umontana.edu
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